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Abstract – Moment problems are ubiquitous in both mathematics and engineering. Such inverse problems are 
typically underdetermined and give rise to families of particular solutions. Therefore finding a solution that also 
satisfies a natural optimality criterion and additional design specifications is an important general problem in 
engineering. Many problems in circuit theory, power systems, robust control, signal processing, spectral 
estimation, statistical modeling, image processing and identification lead to a non-classical version of the 
moment problem, reflecting the importance of rational functions in engineering applications. Although this 
version of the problem is nonlinear, there exists a natural, universal family of strictly convex optimization 
criteria defined on the convex set of particular solutions. This provides a powerful paradigm for smoothly 
parameterizing, comparing and shaping the solutions based on various additional design criteria and enables us 
to establish the smooth dependence of solutions on problem data. 
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